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Figure out a solution to do fast scroll with dpad
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It'd be better if when scroller is onscreen - right press selects it and second right press opens page/item menu.

Associated revisions
Revision ae0d865a - 11/18/2015 08:19 PM - Andreas Smas
ui: Add navigation help when pressing left in directory views
Still a bit rough in the edges but worth testing
Fixes #2823

History
#1 - 11/08/2015 10:47 AM - Andreas Smas
As you know, I disagree with this.

#2 - 11/08/2015 10:59 AM - Leonid Protasov
It was killer feature on RPi for CEC remote control /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/sad.png

#3 - 11/11/2015 08:03 AM - Andreas Smas
- Subject changed from Scrollbar is not selectable by pressing right arrow button to Figure out a solution to do fast scroll with dpad
#4 - 11/15/2015 11:28 AM - Leonid Protasov
You have left key on left side free (opposite to hamburger).
It can bring vertical bar. One icon width size. It can have self describing icons with return to previous page, home, end, pgup, pgdn and maybe info
button at the center. That button can be either sysinfo or item menu...

#5 - 11/18/2015 08:12 AM - Andreas Smas
Leonid Protasov wrote:
You have left key on left side free (opposite to hamburger).
It can bring vertical bar. One icon width size. It can have self describing icons with return to previous page, home, end, pgup, pgdn and maybe info
button at the center. That button can be either sysinfo or item menu...
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I like this approach.

#6 - 11/18/2015 08:20 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:git|ae0d865a4ac8164d7512ae98d6c54a81bfb46239.
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